Introduction. In a previous work [8] we have introduced certain "secondlevel" invariants which bear on the homotopy classification and extension problems and, in particular, provide the machinery for an effective solution of these problems for the case of the second obstruction. It is our purpose here to show how these invariants may be explicitly computed in terms of cocycle formulas, simplicial or singular, provided that a cocycle formula is known for the relevant cohomology operation which enters. We apply these formulas then to give complete homotopy classification theorems for mappings of complexes (or manifolds) into real and complex projective spaces and into lens spaces.
Introduction. In a previous work [8] we have introduced certain "secondlevel" invariants which bear on the homotopy classification and extension problems and, in particular, provide the machinery for an effective solution of these problems for the case of the second obstruction. It is our purpose here to show how these invariants may be explicitly computed in terms of cocycle formulas, simplicial or singular, provided that a cocycle formula is known for the relevant cohomology operation which enters. We apply these formulas then to give complete homotopy classification theorems for mappings of complexes (or manifolds) into real and complex projective spaces and into lens spaces.
By a homotopy classification theorem for the mappings of X into Y is meant a theorem which provides an effective procedure for determining whether two arbitrarily given maps /, g : X-> Y are homotopic or not. Although many results are known which yield an "enumeration" of homotopy classes, the literature of topology contains extremely few such classification theorems (2) and our results will add somewhat to this list.
Since these results for mappings into projective and lens spaces are perhaps of most general interest here, we shall give them first in Part I below, deferring all proofs to Part II. Enumeration theorems for these mappings have been given before, but the homotopy classification has been known only in certain fortuitous special cases; references will be found at the beginning of each of the sections of Part I.
In the statement of the theorems of Part I we use rather extensively the notion of the difference homomorphism (f-g)* of two mappings /and g. A detailed discussion of these difference homomorphisms will be found in [8, §9] . For convenient reference here we give in a brief appendix, §9, a summary of their definition adequate for the present paper.
Part II will contain the general results on cocycle formulas for our second level invariants and, from these, proofs of the theorems of Part I. For Part II we shall assume that the reader is familiar with [8] .
Throughout the paper all cochains, cocycles, etc. of a space X are taken (2) For a general discussion of the enumeration and classification problems, see the introduction to [8] .
in the singular complex S(X), unless otherwise stated, and are assumed to be normalized, i.e. to vanish on degenerate simplices. If z is a cocycle we use {z} to denote its cohomology class. When we consider a triangulated space we shall always suppose the vertices canonically ordered so that we may regard the simplicial complex as a subcomplex of the singular complex. Simplicial maps then will be taken to be order-preserving ; this can always be achieved without altering the map by passing to the first barycentric subdivision.
Given a map/: X-* Y we shall systematically use/# for the induced cochain homomorphism (singular or simplicial) and/* for cohomology. There is always a chosen base point Xo in the domain space, yo in the image space, and all maps carry Xo into y0. We use the notation "f=g xel. w," for ü>£ti(F, yQ)y to mean "/ is homotopic to g with the image of xo moving through a loop representing to." For a subspace A C.X, "/=g rel. A" has the usual meaning.
The product operation for cochains will be designated by the symbol "•" and, to avoid ambiguity with the superscript notation for dimension, we shall always use a parenthesis in taking powers, e.g. (zq)k for the &th power of z".
I. Maps into projective and lens spaces 1. Maps of g-manifolds into real projective g-space. Let M be a compact connected g-manifold and P real projective g-space, with both spaces assumed triangulated. Let A CM be a subcomplex containing the base point x0.
We shall give here a homotopy classification theorem (3) for maps of M into P. An enumeration of these homotopy classes was given earlier by the author in [7, §9] and also by Gordon [5] , except that Gordon left one case open (see [7, footnote 10, p. 469]). However, the homotopy classification was given in [7] only for the case of orientation-true maps(4) ; for non-orientationtrue maps some partial results were achieved using the group-ring degree [7, §18] but these were very limited. For maps of an arbitrary g-complex (not necessarily a manifold) into P, see (3.2e) below.
Let yl generate Hl(P; Z2), with z a representative simplicial cocycle, and let yq generate the infinite cyclic group Hq(P; Z1), where Z' denotes twisted integer coefficients [7, §3] ; see also §9 below. Let/ and g be simplicial maps: M-^-P with/| A =g\A. For non-orientation-true / and g, the mappings g such that (/-g)*y1 = 0 fall into distinct homotopy classes rel. A which are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements(6) of H"(M, A; Z1). In particular, then, if A =x0 there are two such classes. For odd q these two classes remain distinct under free homotopy; for even q they remain distinct under free homotopy if the mod 2 degree of / is 0 and coincide if it is not 0.
(s) It is not difficult to show that the mappings g which satisfy both (/-g)*y1 = 0 and (/-g)*y« = 0 fall into homotopy classes rel. A in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of order 2. Maps into complex projective space. Let A be a connected locallyfinite polyhedron of dimension 2q+l and $ complex projective g-space (real dimension 2q), with both spaces assumed triangulated.
Let A QX be a subcomplex.
We give here the homotopy classification for maps of X into $. The enumeration of these homotopy classes (which is a corollary of our resultssee (2.2b) below) was given by Wada in [10 ] (6); it follows also from Eckmann's work [2] .
Let y2 generate H2(ty; Z) and let z be a representative simplicial cocycle.
Let/, g: X->^ß be simplicial maps with/| A -g\A. we denote by n also the induced transformation: C*(X; Zt)^>C*(X; Z). (6) There is an error in Wada's results in [lO] due to a mistake in computation; his argument here however is basically correct. In his Theorem 1, p. 71, 2*C"-ti.* ought to be CVti.t; in Theorem 2, p. 74, 2" ought to be n + \. (c) Orientable manifolds, etc. The element in (iii) above is annihilated by multiplication by /. Hence, if Hlq+1(X, A ; Z) has no nonzero element whose order divides I (e.g., if X is an orientable manifold, or if X is a nonorientable manifold and / is odd), then condition (iii) is superfluous and may be omitted.
(d) Enumeration.
The maps g such that (/-g)*y1 = 0 fall into distinct homotopy classes rel. A which are in 1-1 correspondence (7) with the elements of Hlq+l(X, A;Z).
(e) Maps of complexes into real projective space. The case of maps: (X, A) -»P, where X is a q-complex and P is real projective ç-space, is included above for q odd since P is then a lens space. For even q this is not true, and also the convenient passage to mod 2 coefficients which makes the results in §1 for manifolds so simple is (as will be clear from the proofs in §8) not available for general complexes.
It is, however, still possible to give a cochain formula for even q, but now local coefficients enter rather delicately and we shall simply sketch the result which corresponds to Theorem 1.1 without proof. Using the notation of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is zero, where c£C°(X, A ; Z2) is the (unique) simplicial cochain such that hc=f*z-gtz. Here/#z, g'z and c are taken, as before, with mod 2 coefficients, but in forming (3.3) these coefficients are replaced by the corresponding integers 0 or 1 and the cochain product and sum in (3.3) are then determined in the usual way for integers; the resulting g-cocycle is taken, however, as a cocycle with local integer coefficients, the local system being precisely that determined by f*z (i.e. the operation along a 1-simplex <ri is trivial or nontrivial according to whether (/'z)(o-i)=0 or 1). This cocycle (3.4) determines then an element of H"(X, A; Zs), where Z/ is as in (1.3b) , and it is this element which we use above.
II. Cocycle formulas for second level invariants This is immediate from (b) of the definition above, taking 5 together with its faces (and degeneracies) as a subcomplex K' C.K and taking cp as the injection.
Finally, we shall use the following convention throughout Part II. Given an s.s. pair (K, L) and a cochain cÇ_CT(L; G), we shall identify c also as a cochain of K by defining it to be 0 on K -L. When we form the coboundary of such a cochain then we shall always use a subscript, e.g. 8l or 8k, to indicate the complex (or space) in which the coboundary is being taken. We shall omit the subscript on 5 only if no ambiguity is possible.
5. Cocycle expression for the second level extension invariant. We adopt here in detail all of the notations, definitions, etc. of [8, §6], except that throughout, even for n= 1, we shall consider only the case where II is abelian and does not operate on G. Let Cw be a cocycle formula for the element wq+l of Hq+l(U, n; G). We have shown then that Cw(z') -dxffv represents an element of A/(yn, wq+1, x"). Conversely, if we are given an element of A/(yn, wq+1, xn), then it must arise from some hnÇzHn(X\JAf, x0; II) in the manner given by [8, (6.6) ]. This hn will be represented by a cocycle ütEzZn(XKJA¡; Tí) such that \i\u\ = xBin Xand {i^ü} =p*yn in A¡. It follows that, for some aGCn_1(^4/, x0; II), i{ü = p*z + hAta. We define u^Zn(X\JA¡; TI) by u = ü -5X\jA,a.
Then {u\ = A" and i{u = p*z; if we set z' = i{u then {z')=xn and j*z' =ffz.
It follows from the argument above that the given element is represented by C"(z')-bxf*v.
Finally, to prove the last statement of the theorem, suppose we have uiE.Zn(XVJAj; TV) such that i{ui = z{ and i?2ui = ph. Then i'«i = zo'+SxC for some cECn~l(X, ^4 ; II). We define w0 to be Ui -b~x\jA¡c. Then {m0} = {«i} and so «o yields, by the procedure of (5. in XXI. Then we define Cw(bn, cn_1) by (6.3) (C"(b», c»-*))(uq) = -(C(d»))(7,fi).
To see that (6.3) is 0 for uq in A, we observe that in this case it becomes (except for sign) (C.(pfe"))(7^i) = (p#oC"(ô«))(7î+i) = iC"ibn))ipotyq+i) and vanishes because pof/q+i is a degenerate chain.
We turn now to the homotopy problem and adopt the notations and definitions of [8, Part III, and, in particular, §10], except that, as in §5 just above, we consider only the case where II is abelian and does not operate on G. Suppose, as in §5, that the cocycle zEZn(Y; II) represents yB and that Cw(z) = 8v for vECq(Y;G). Also, in view of [8, (10.2) and (9.8)], there is some cGC"-1(A, A ; n) such that (6.4) Sc=flz-g*z. (c) For Case 11, n = l. Let a = yi(cc)Ç.U (interpretingy1E.Hom(iry(Y,yo),Ii)) and let a also denote the constant cocycle with value a in C°(X, II). Then the cocycles Cw(g*z, c-a) -(fh -gh) , for all c satisfying (6.4), represent the elements of Kf,g;U(yl, wq+1).
Proof. Letting X = ZX0U^ XPJXX1 (with X identified with XXO), where uq and y,+i are as in (6.3) ; then A-1 {c} = { t(c) }. This is well known ; a proof (for the simplicial case, but easily modified) is given in [6, p. 564 ].
If we apply (6.9) to (6.8), the first term becomes -(Cw(z'))(yq+y). But it is clear that hxxid vanishes on every «-face of every simplex in 7"+i; hence, by (4.2) above, (Cw(z'))(yq+î) = (Cw(z))(yq+y). Thus, by (6.3) , this first term is just (Cw(g*z, c))(uq).
The second term becomes (Fh)(dyq+y). Now for any uq-y and corresponding Y«, (Pív)ÍJq) =0; this is so by the definition of Fh as a cochain of X if «,-i is not in A ; and if w4_i is in A, then (Fh)(yq) = (plf*v)(yq) = (f*v)(pof/q) = 0 because poffq is degenerate. It follows then from the usual formula for dyq+1 (see [4, p. 195] ) that (F>v)(dyq+l) is (g*v)(uq) -(f*v)(uq).
We conclude then that the formula given in (a) of the theorem represents, for each c, an element of A/,"(yn, W+1).
To prove the converse, suppose Ä£A/,"(yn, wq+1). We know from Theorem 5.1 and [8, (10.5) ] that there is a cocycle z{ in Z"(X; II), with j'zi =F*z, such that (6.10) h = A-^Cizi) -dxxiFh} where A-1 is as above. Now the cocycle z{ -Pog*z clearly vanishes on A Xl^JXXl and it follows that there is a cochain e in Cn~l(X, A X/UIX1 ; II) such that 5e = Zi ~ptg*z.
We decompose e by writing it as e = c -d+e' where c(ECn_1(X, A; II), deC"-1(.S(X), S'; II) and e'GC»-'(I, X; II), S' being as defined above following (6.6). Note that <5xc=/'z -g*z.
If we now set . This completes the proof of (a). The proof for Case II is essentially the same. For n>l we define z by (6.6) again; for w = 1 we use the same definition with c replaced by c -a. We denote by S"QS(X) the singular subcomplex given by 5(XX0)W5 (XX1) together with the singular 1-simplex XoXL For the present case it is clear then that jfz agrees with F*z on S" and hence (since H*(S(X), S"; II) =0) there is a d in Cn~1(S(X), S"; II) such that jfz -F*z=8d. The remainder of the argument then goes as above.
7. Product and Bockstein operations. We look first at the expression C"> of §6 for the case where wE.HTn(H, n; G) is the r-fold product operation.
That is, given z'£Zn(X; II) we suppose w\-{z'j = {(z')'} in H'n(X; G), the r-fold product being taken relative to some given r-linear map IIXIIX • • • XIT^G.
Theorem 7.1. Let bn and cn~l be as in §6 and define a"ECn(X; II) by an = bnJrhxcn~l. Then, for the w just described,
Proof. Returning to(6.3) and (6.2), we look at (dn)T(Ut(voVi • ■ -v^i ■ ■ -vq)) where now q = rn -1. It is clear from (6.1) that this is 0 except for i= (k + l)n -1 where k = 0, 1,2, • ■ ■ , r-1. For such an i it becomes
or ((-l)B(aB)*-c"-1-(ô")'-1-*)(wl). This, with (6.2) and (6.3), proves the theorem.
We look next at another case which occurs in practice, namely where wEHq+1(Zi, n; Z) is the Bockstein operation ßEHn+l(Z" n; Z) followed by the r-fold product. Thus q + 1 =r(n + l). We can give a cocycle formula for w as follows.
Let r¡: Zt-*Z and C*(X; Zt)-+C*(X; Z) be as defined in §3 above. Then, given z'(zzZn(X; Zt), the cocycle for n odd and the same expression with ijc"-1 instead of l -ncn~l for n even. In either case, this becomes (7.11) (Svc^u^vj ■ ■ ■ vi+n).
Inserting (7.8) and (7.11) in (7.7), and the result in (7.5), then completes the proof. Since this wq+l is just the («2 + l)-fold product [9, p. 204], we may compute A/,0(y\ wq+1) by Theorems 6.5 and 7.1 above. This proves then the continuous case, (1.3a) above, of Theorem 1.1. If/ and g axe simplicial maps, we may restrict our cocycle representative of Af-g(yl, wq+1) to the simplicial complex and compute it there; since v is a cocycle when restricted to the simplicial complex, flv -gfv must, by (ii), be a coboundary on the simplicial complex and therefore may be omitted from the expression in (iii). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2, and of (1.3a) for this case, is exactly the same, using now part (c) of Theorem 6.5 and the fact that (8.1) £(/'*)*■ l-(¿»)L
